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Welcome  

Welcome to the 2017 bridge year and the first edition of Finesse. Please don’t 

hesitate to keep contacting me with articles, news and tidbits. It is easy to run 

out of ideas so please keep passing things to me.  This year there are two new 

members on the Committee and first up is an introduction to the first new 

member. Out thanks to the fabulous committee for their time and efforts.  

Committee Introductions #6 

Diana Foster 

I moved to Tauranga with my partner at Christmas 2015, from Lower Hutt 

(when the real estate market was at its most crazy). I joined the Bridge club for 

the 2016 lessons and I am loving the game. 

As I'm not working at present I am time rich and so am available to help with 

club activities. 

I also play bowls at Matua and enjoy reading, gardening and walking. 

We are loving the whole Tauranga experience. The weather down there is not 

much to miss but there is a bedding in time needed when assimilating into any 

new community. 
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The new ticket system 

The new system is working well with around 80% of players preferring this to 

cash. A reminder that you can pay online for your tickets and that this is the 

easiest form of payment for the club as it cuts down a little on labour. 

Grand Masters!!  

A huge congratulations to Amanda Smith 

and Stephen Francks who have reached 

the exalted rank of grand master. This is a 

well deserved honour and especially rewarding as these two 

people both give their time so generously to help others learn and improve in 

their game. I asked Stephen to tell us how they got there: 

As you may be aware Amanda and I recently gained the rank of Grand Master. 

This is a significant milestone for us both as it is reward for all the long hours, 

travel and expense involved in getting the necessary points   

To give you an idea what determines a Grand Master a player must obtain 

1000 points. Of these points a minimum of 500 must be "A" points and the 

balance can be made up of either "A" or "B" points. 1 "B" point is equal to 100 

"C" points. Now "A" points can only be acquired through tournament play by 

finishing in the top 25% in pairs events and the top 33% in teams events and 

the amount of "A" points you can win depends on the rating of the 

tournament. The higher the rating the more you can win but the flip side is the 

tougher the competition. Regarding "C" points if you come first in an ordinary 

session of bridge at Tauranga you will win 40 "C" points and they are scaled 

back from there. As you can see there is quite a bit of work involved.  

When we began this journey back in 2007 we actually had no idea this is where 

we would end up. So how did it start? Back in 2007 I started playing bridge 

with Amanda and we decided to try our hand at a few local tournaments, 

mainly the "B" tournaments. At a tournament at the Mount we met another 

pair from Taupo. These two guys we almost immediately befriended and little 

did we know at that point how well that friendship was going to develop. 

These two guys were Ulrich Biesenbach and Dave Taylor. From that point on 

this team was pretty much inseparable. We played in anything and everything 

we could lay our hands on.  

Our (Amanda & Stephen) first memorable success was qualifying for the 2007 

Interprovincial Team for the Waikato Bays region as Intermediates. We were 
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however somewhat lucky to make it through as we did not qualify initially nor 

were we even the third best qualifier but somehow based on our lead up 

results, secured that all important third spot. This particular year we ended up 

winning the event for our region (with the help of our team captain Alan 

Turner, and teammates Linley Hay and Pat Ware) which ultimately led to 

Amanda going up to Open for the 2008 year. As a side point, the non-playing 

captains were spectacular that year in that they were all Grand Masters or 

better.  Two were Gold Grand Masters being Merle Marr and Alan Turner. Why 

weren't they playing you ask? They all missed qualifying for the event. 

Further on that year we also had another notable tournament but this one was 

quite special as the "team" were playing in the Labour Weekend Congress in 

Hamilton. Dave & Ulrich prior to starting the weekend had already resigned 

themselves to only playing the Saturday and Sunday and then heading home so 

they could spend Labour Day with their families. Our strategy in teams is 

always try hard to win the first match which we nearly always lost and swiss 

our way into the finals. We followed this plan pretty much in every team event 

we played. Yes, we were trying to win the first match - we got thrashed! This 

particular day the strategy worked and we made it to the final. Dave & Ulrich 

then had to hastily find accommodation plus buy some clothes as the final was 

played the next day AND break the news to their girlfriends/wives. All this was 

at 8pm on the Sunday evening! We won our first two matches in the final only 

to hit Bruce & Merle Marr's team in the final to eventually finish second for 9+ 

"A" points and our biggest tournament haul in an open tournament to date ... 

and all that as Intermediates. 

From there we just kept playing as often as we could or as much as the girls 

would let the boys play (Thanks again to Anmari and Lyn). We pretty much 

gained a new rank each year until we got to around 250 "A' points. During this 

period the cracks began to appear firstly with Dave and Ulrich and later on 

with Amanda and myself so rather than break up the "team" we switched 

partners. Amanda started playing with Dave and I started playing with Ulrich. 

This group also had good success although by this time Ulrich's job began 

impacting on his playing time. One of the events we always played was the 

Hawkes Bay Congress during Queens Birthday Weekend. We nearly always 

played badly at this tournament, however after going to one of Scott Smith's 

classes put on prior to the event which obviously put us all in good headspace, 

we qualified for the Teams final. The competition got harder and harder 

throughout the finals and we all held our nerve (Ulrich especially played out of 
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his skin) to finish in a tie for 1st place, Another 10+ "A" points for our trouble. 

The photo attached is the "team" photo after this event.  

On a side note the qualifying round had a particularly good hand against 

George Master's team (a fast talking car salesman by trade). At Dave and 

Amanda's table George had the ultimate 1 loser count hand that he bid 6S on 

which didn't make, that he famously quoted as saying "Just as well 6S didn't 

make as Franksie will be in 7S for sure and we should get an IMP pickup". As 

predicted Ulrich and I were in 7S but I didn't quite play as I should (nerves got 

to me a bit) but that was enough to confuse the opposition after a 20 minute 

tank by Russell Wilson to let us make the contract. Ulrich said at the time he 

was too scared to look at anything but the floor praying Russell would bin the 

wrong card which unfortunately for his team he did. I am not sure George has 

yet forgiven him but we are always quick to remind George of that hand 

whenever we get the opportunity. 

From there it really was the hard slog from the 250 mark through to the 500 

"A" points. At one point, which happened to be our biggest year, there was a 

period where we played 13 weekends straight. We travelled as far North as 

Auckland, as far south as Wellington, as far east as Napier/Gisborne, and as far 

west as New Plymouth and even ventured into the central NI to Palmerston 

North. Most of these tournaments were both Saturday and Sunday with travel 

back on the Sunday night and work the next day. Were we mad or dedicated? 

Probably both. 

The rank prior to Grand Master is Life Master which we got to in 2011. So it 

took us another 5 years from there to make it. During this time there has been 

many highs and lows. Ulrich cannot find the time to play anymore. Dave has 

stopped playing completely and Amanda and I rarely play together.  However, 

the friendship has outlasted all of this. We all regularly find time to get 

together and do anything but bridge and not only that but the girls all get on 

really well which would not have happened had we not started playing 

together. That in my opinion is the winner and many of the beginners will 

know I mention it several times - it is not the bridge that actually matters but it 

is the friends you make because of the game. 

Another interesting statistic is that bridge is not cheap to play. We worked out 

that each "A" point cost us $100.00. You do the maths. 

Other highlights for us are: 
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 - Stephen winning the NZ Intermediate Pairs with Paul Cosgrove from Rotorua 

 - Stephen finishing 2nd in the National Swiss Pairs with Dave Taylor 

 - Amanda qualifying for the NZ Pairs Plate final by winning the Congress Pairs. 

This is incredibly hard to do. 

 - Finishing in the "A" points in the NZ Teams (we have only done this once) 

with "the team" - that was worth 17 "A" points. 

 - Amanda getting her first "A" point in her first ever session in an "A" point 

tournament 

 - Stephen making the Final of the NZ Pairs with Dave Taylor. We finished last in 

the final but what a buzz! Can you imagine playing against the top pairs in NZ 

and Australia every hand? 

We would also like to take this opportunity to thank the many players who 

have helped us along the way, not only the partners we have both had, but 

also the opposition that allowed us the success to achieve what we have. 

Special mention must go to Alan Turner. His mentoring of all of us not only for 

the encouragement but the designing of systems for us to play has been 

invaluable. We would like to think we have repaid him in kind by ourselves 

mentoring and helping as many people as we can to learn to love the game as 

we do. 

Lastly and this is probably the most satisfying of all is that we did this with "the 

team" who at the time were not recognised open players. In my opinion if we 

can do it, then there are potentially several others at the Tauranga Club that 

are more than capable. Just believe in yourself :-). 
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Historical Hiccups  #2 

From ‘Eve’ 

The year was 44 BCE. The place was the villa, just outside 

Rome, belonging to Gaius Julius Caesar, dictator in 

perpetuity. Caesar was having trouble with his rewrite of 

‘Commentarii de Bello Gallico’ (Commentaries on the 

Gallic War) which he had published 5 years previously. 

“Legit illud” (Read it again) he commanded his scribe. 

“Gallia est omnis divisa in partes tres.” (Gaul is a whole 

divided into three parts). Boring, boring! Why couldn’t he 

come up with a snappier introduction? Something like the “Veni, vidi, vici” (I 

came, I saw, I conquered) of his report to the senate on his invasion of 

Britannia... “Exite!” He motioned the scribe to depart. Boring, boring, bored! 

His report was boring and he was bored... A sudden thought crossed his mind: 

a game of bridge might brighten the day! The senate was in recess; his young 

friend Marcus Junius Brutus had a villa nearby, as did Brutus’ brother-in-law 

Gaius Cassius Longinus and the lawyer Marcus Tullius Cicero. The three 

senators were summoned and his slaves brought in the chest of 52 small stone 

tablets (said to have been first owned by Tarquinius Superbus1) and several 

amphorae of Falernian wine. “Bonis amici salute” (Greetings, good friends) 

smiled Caesar and the four men settled down to play. 

Cassius, sitting South, dealt the tablets and opened the bidding with 1H. Caesar 

quickly overcalled 2S ( Weak Jump Overcalls were variable, but Caesar never 

thought of himself as being vulnerable). Cicero responded with 3C, Brutus 

passed and Cassius rebid 3D. Cicero raised the major to game; Caesar grunted 

and led the SK. These were the hands: 

    Marcus Tullius Cicero 
    654 
    1065 
Gaius Julius Caesar  KQ     Marcus Junius Brutus 
AKJ1097   AKQ102    83 
J73         A2 
52     Gaius Cassius Longinus  109763 
84    Q2     9765 
    KQ984 

    AJ84 
    J3 
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Caesar continued with the SA and SJ; Brutus discarded on the third, Cassius 

ruffed, entered dummy twice through the minor suits and led towards his 

trump honours – eventually making his contract. When Brutus produced the 

HA on the second round of trumps, Caesar’s eyebrows rose - and 

when the final tablet was played he crossed his arms and snarled at Brutus “Isis 

salvum me!” (Isis preserve me).  Yes..  Isis had infiltrated the Roman Empire 

too!  “”Est mens liber ex cogitatione rationale, Brute?” (Is your mind free from 

rational thought, Brutus?).  Ignoring the growing anger on Brutus’ face he 

proceeded to lecture his partner on the uppercut, pointing out that his failure 

to produce the HA at trick 3 had not only been the play of a rank beginner but 

had gifted the opposition their contract. 

Three weeks later, on the Ides of March, Caesar was attacked by a group of 

senators led by Cassius and Brutus - and killed. As Brutus dealt the final blow, 

driving his dagger upward into Caesar’s bloodied body, he hissed “Hoc te 

superiorem sectis?” (Do you like this uppercut?). Caesar responded weakly “Et 

tu, Brute?” –  and expired.  When he saw what was happening, Cicero 

departed at speed, muttering “Amicus certus in re incerta” (A sure friend is an 

unsure matter). 

Afterthoughts:                                                                                                                                      

With friends like these, who needs enemies?                                                                                                              

Caesar was obviously vulnerable after all!                                                                                                         

Did Shakespeare omit a vital adjective from Antony’s famous speech? Should it 

have been “This was the most unkindest upper cut of all”?                                                                                                                                                        

Footnote 1: Stress the second syllable. This is not a classy form of public 

transport! 

Acol Refresher 

Most people in the club play either Acol or a five card system. Some 

players have asked for an Acol ‘refresher’ course so that they can 

broaden their range of partners. Karen has agreed to run some 

classes for these people. The time is yet to be decided. If you are 

interested in attending these classes please let Karen know either in 

person or be email. 
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Catering Co-Ordinator Wanted 

We are looking for someone to co-ordinate catering at our club for 
tournaments.  This does not mean you have to do the catering!  We prefer to 

have a different person to run each tournament to 
share the load.  That person then arranges the food 
and helpers just for that event.  The Catering Co-
Ordinator needs to arrange someone for each 
tournament and that person will also be assisted 
by Jill Ussher. 

Please contact Karen, Norm or Jill if you are interested and want to know 
more.  

Tauranga Congress 

This three day congress held over Anniversary weekend was highly successful. 

Many of our member were in the honours (see reults) and the full entries 

included many top players. A report back from Karen about the weekend: 

Probably the first time it has gone so well (not that past ones were bad) 

Catering 

What a success that was and thank you Peter for being the liaison for Tasty 

Thymes.  I wrote to Tasty Thymes today and asked if they are interested in 

doing the National Teams in November, and more importantly, other 

tournaments.  I have not yet had a reply, but I hope this is the formula we use 

in the future.  Pat asked everyone for their views on Monday and it was very 

clear the players loved it.  I have also asked Tasty Thymes if we can book them 

permanently for the Mini Congress.  This would take a lot of pressure off 

us.  Helen Huevel did a fine job managing the kitchen.  She has never done 

anything like this before, so was asking a lot of questions, but she reported to 

me that she was very happy with the process and is happy to do it again.  She 

would want to be paid, if she does.  Maybe she could do the National Teams, 

as we expect a lot of entries, but for smaller events may not be so economical. 

We had plenty of morning tea although Helen observed the savoury dishes 

were more popular and we could have less sweet stuff in future.  Jill tells me 

that would be easy to manage and was good to know. 

Organisation 
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From the dealers to room management, everything went well.   

 Dealing: There were about 1400 boards dealt for the event, so every 
board in the club was put into service.  The incredible thing was all the 
checking by Joy Bates and Diane (I think).  We did have one fouled 
board, but not sure how, when or where that happened, but not worth 
worrying about out of 1400 ! 

 Scoring was seamless and typical of Jan Spaans ability to plan, test and 
stay calm.  Results were out in record time and posted immediately after 
each session 

 Directing: again Caroline did a superb job.  She is calm under pressure 
and a pleasure to work with. 

 Manager: Peter again did a superb job and filled the gaps where he saw 
the need, including dishes !  

 Norm did a lot of work in the background preparing all the boards, 
managing the entries, taking money and accounting for all payments, 
plus other admin stuff 

This team is so good to work with.  When players do not notice the scorer, 

hear little from the Director, the boards arrive when and how they supposed to 

and the food is good, they can only but enjoy themselves, despite the fact that 

most go home without a prize ! 

Thanks for those who helped clean up at the end of the day. Pat and Kate were 

amazing on the end of the vacuum cleaner !!  Next year the tidy up at the end 

of the day will not be a casual arrangement.  I prefer for us to have non 

players rostered on for this task and will insist on it.  I was told this year there 

was no need, but honestly it would be much easier if we did. 

Nice to see Derek has popped a message on Kiwibridge facebook and you will 

see there is a comment as well from a player who had never been to Tauranga 

before.  We billeted her along with several other players this year.   

 

So thank you all those who contributed to the success of the weekend.  So 

many of you had a hand in it and I can't thank you all enough 
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Etiquette #5 
Dummy  should never say anything to assist declarer. The only thing dummy is 
allowed to do in tournament bridge is to ask partner if s/he is void when s/he 
fails to follow suit. Dummy is NOT allowed to make or suggest a claim. Be 
careful that you don’t hover your hand over the card you think your partner 
will play or, even worse, pick up the card you think is coming next. You must 
keep your hand away from the cards until declarer had told you what to play.  
 
2017 Tournament Results  
 
Thames Festival  
Barclay Pairs  
1st - Judy Pawson & Kate Terry  
John Eldridge Teams  
1st- Kathy & Ken Yule and team-mates  
 
Tauranga Congress  
Waikato-Bays Provincial Pairs  
5th - Jo Simpson & Sam Simpson  
7th - Judy McLeod & Fuxia Wen (Auckland)  
9th - Christine Gibbons & Jenna Gibbons (Waikato) 
Tauranga Congress Teams  
Final  
1st - Rachelle Pelkman, Murray Wood & team-mates  
Plate  
3rd - Judy Pawson, Kate Terry, Karen Martelletti, Julie Sheridan  
Tauranga Congress Consolation Pairs  
1st - Jo Simpson & Sam Simpson  
4th - Alan Turner & Ian Berrington (Auckland)  
 
Kelly Pierse Memorial Teams (Rotorua) 10A  
3rd - Jo Simpson, Sam Simpson & team-mates  
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A BIG thank you to our sponsors without whom we would not be able to have 

competitions! Please help in return by supporting their businesses. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Althorpe Village Andrea Cawley - Eves 
Baybat Batteries NZ Ltd Bay City Rentals 
Blomquist’s Bakery Brookfield Amcal Pharmacy 
Café Istanbul Café Versailles 
Car Air BOP Ltd Ceiling Fan Company 
Champers hair Studio Cherrywood Shoes 
Cobblestone Court Motel Digital Photographics and Video 
Duyvestyn Drainage Farmer Motor Group 
Fraser Manor Fusion Coffee Company 
Heirloom Kitchens Ingham Mora Accountancy 
Jackson Reeves - Lawyers Martelletti Consulting 
Michael Toner law Mount Mantua maker 
Neighbourhood Beer Kitchen Ngatai Ltd 
Omanu Orcas Phil Mangos – Bayleys Lifestyle Real 

Estate 
Prestige framing Shelley’s Hair Design 
Somerset Cottage Restaurant Summit Motor lodge 
Tauriko Players Te Puna Comes to Town 
Thea Straub - Harcourts The Local Plumber 
Travelcom – Don Menzies Ultimate Motor Group 

 


